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Warning

Dear users:

Thanks for choosing our company’s product, in order to fully make use of the products, we

sincerely suggest follow:

◆◆Please read the instruction in detail and keep it well for further reading and consulting.

◆◆Please follow the instruction to fit and operate the machine correctly.

◆◆Please do not remove and change any accessories of the machine.

◆◆It forbids others others to open and remove the mainframe except the authorized people in

the company.

◆◆It forbids others to change and maintain the machine except the professional people.

◆◆Please contact us if there is any trouble during operation.

After Sale service

◆We offer ONE YEAR warranty. Within warranty period, all exchanges or replacement due to

defects are free. (Buyer is responsible for shipping charges).

If the machine is over warranty, please also do not hesitate to contact us. we will assure you of

our best service all the time.

◆How to contact us?

Phone:(+86) 189 -487-55929

Tel: 0755-86368500

Email: sales@mychway.com

This product does not belong to medical,please don’t use for disease treatment!

mailto:sales@mychway.com
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Operation Theory
Adopting the Q-Switch ND YAG model,the equipment uses YAG to emit high energy

instantaneously which smashing the pigment of pathological tissues,namely the YAG leading

explosive effect:High energy emits instantaneously,making particular wavelength penetrating

epidermis and getting into pathological pigment tissues in only 6 nms. Then pigments expand in

top speed and explode.The superficial epidermis would be bounded our of body;other part of the

pigments would split into granules which would be engulfed by macrophages,then exclude by the

lymphatic system finally.The pigment becomes shallow gradually finally disappear while the

surrounding normal skin tissues keep sound as they do not absorb particular wavelength .

Operation Range
1.Pigment skin pathological changes,pigmentation caused by color pigment mixture,corium

spot,freckle,mole,birthmark,nevus of Ota,etc.

2.Specialized in removing red capillary,coffee,brown and other colorized tattoos.

3.Effectively remove all kinds of embroider eyebrow,soak lip,eye line,and lip line.

Specification
Cooling condition: wind system+closed circulating+cooling system

type: Q-switch Nd YAG With RED target light to aim at the skin.

The pulse energy: 0~2000mJ

Frequency:1-5Hz continuous adjustable

Dimension: 530*340*340(mm)

Power: 500W

Tips: 1064 nm & 532 nm and black doll tip

Packing List
1 x Main Unit

1 x Hand-piece

2 x Tips

1 x black doll tip

1 x Water funnel

1 x Package box

1 x Foot touch

1 x Protective goggle

1 x Power line (we stock 110V-240V power version and US.UK.UA.EU plugs for the country all of

the world)
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Parts instruction

A: User manual

B: Handle holder

C: Foot switch

D: Client’s protect goggle

E: Power line

F: Operator’s goggle

G: Keys

H: Water funnel

I: Laser tips (532nm & 1064nm & black doll)

J: Laser handle

K: Emergency button

L: Key switch

M: Operate screen
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1. Power connection hole

2. Fuse hole

3. On/off button

4. Foot switch hole

5. Handle connection

6. Water overflow hole

7/8. water output/input hole

9. Fan

Note
1. Must be filled with distilled/ purified water before turn on the machine, if not, the handle will

be burnt.

2. Check the circuit and water circulation immediately after turn on the machine, and observe

the water circulation and circuit during treatment.

3. Do not look at the light/laser directly, operator and client must wear the goggles

4. Keep any reflecting things out of the operation room, such as watch, mirror, jewellery

5. Keep the lamp clean, and ensure the cool gel would not pollute the lamp.

Install and checking
1. Handle install

* Take out the handle, handle holder and the screws

* Screws the handle holder on the machine, then connect the handle with machine and put it on

holder

2. Filling with distilled/ purified water in the machine

* Take out the cap of the affusion, overflow hole

* Put the funnel in the affusion hole, full the machine with distilled/ purified water, until the
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water go out from the overflow hole

* Then put the cap of overflow hole back, DO NOT need to put back the cap of the affusion hole

3. Machine checking

* Checking the machine if already full with distilled/ purified water

* Connect the power cord, turn on the power switch

* Turn the key to right to turn on the machine

* Press the emergency button to stop the machine

Treatment operation
Put in the power line, turn around the key to turn on the machine, homepage show you like

below:
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This machine with red target aim light, when you start the function, removal the tattoo depend

on the aim light
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Treatment time

Each part’s name and function:
1. Emergency switch: when accident happened suddenly, press the red knob swiftly, then the

machine is out of power, turn the button in the arrow direction to spring it up and power

resumes again.

2. Key switch: this is the main power supply switch. The screen displays a long horizontal line.

Press the “down” button to shut down the signaling voice.

3. Simm(simmer): pressing the knob makes system enter into the standby state.

4. Freq(frequency adjusting)key: set repeated frequency 1-5 HZ

5. Power(power adjusting)key: this is the keys that can adjust energy higher and lower, during

operation, every time when “+” is pressed, its energy will increase by 20mj. Every time when “-”is

pressed, its energy will decrease by 20mj.

Working condition
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Power supply

Installation

Operation
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Laser output
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Maintenance
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Appendix
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